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presents something I can leave happily running in a browser for hours. I mentioned another of him, from the dark past, first, and here is his last ruin of falling is one of the 11 pieces commissioned by French TV show the oeil de links to commemorate 9/11. Coded by Reinier Feijen with the sound of Gloomouth1, is a simple mix of animation, color
cycling and intelligent audio that gives the impression of non-stop fall. Audio? It is a shepard-reset Glissando, a brilliant sound makeup that creates the illusion of a constantly step that falls that never becomes lower. History in the foreground black lives matter in medicine: what should it change? View Archivi View all publications Photo of courtesy:
John Greim / Lightrocket / Getty Images Those who move to work or take street trips regularly, especially for long distances, could be unbeatened in toll plazas where you pay to cross in a ' Another region. The lines for cars to pass through tolls can be incredibly long, doing for frustrating compromises - especially if you are quickly. Fortunately, the
early 1990s saw the dawn of the e-ZPASS, which allowed drivers to eliminate the to stop tolls in 17 other states in the United States of Midwestern and Eastern. So, what is E-ZPASS Ã ¢ â,¬ "and how, exactly, does it work? E-ZPASS is a collection of electronic tolls (etc.) (etc.) This allows commuters and travelers to pay in advance with cash or a credit
card so that they can easily circumvent the toll streets, bridges and tunnels in some states in the midwest and the eastern coast of the United States. E-ZPASS is currently accepted in the following states: Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Virginia and West Virginia . Photo courtesy: Gordon Chibroski / Portland Press Herald / Getty Images Once registered to the system, the passes are able to drive straight through a toll station without stopping thanks to the specific lanes for E-ZPASS. Through the ZPASS program of their state, drivers can choose between a
variety of monthly prepaid plans depending on which it is better suited to their driving habits. Furthermore, companies can purchase an appropriate corporate account with E-ZPASS for five or more employees. Better than all, some tolls of the states are actually discounted if drivers pay through the E-ZPASS system. I'm not sure if e-zpass is worth it?
Although other ETC systems in non-E-ZPASS states use a similar technology, the continuous E-ZPASS is paid rather than some of these other toll systems and lanes, making it a great long-term investment. With E-ZPASS, the drivers receive a toll transponder - a small device that can be easily connected to the windscreen of a vehicle, thus allowing toll
to recognize the car as an electronic support. Because the vehicle passes through the lane specified for the program, an aerial antenna seeks and reads the toll transponder. The driver's E-ZPASS account is then charged the correct toll amount. Photo of courtesy: E-ZPASS / Getty Images Do you think you can cheat the system? It is not likely if a
vehicle does not have a transponder, the E-ZPASS system resumes on this. Video cameras connected to the Plaza toll will also follow photos of your vehicle and license plate, which means that Bill will be at the end. You can see if your state offers E-ZPASS by visiting the official website of the E-ZPASS. The company has a complete list of states where
the program and links to individual state programs is offered. To participate, you will need to fill out an online application by post or fax. Each application requires contact information and vehicles as well as the specific monthly plan and the number of transponders needed by E-ZPASS. Transponders are free, but customers have to keep their
accounts accompanied by funds so that tolls are automatically paid. Courtesy photo: John Ewing / Portland Press Herald / Getty Images In order to reintegrate the funds of your account, customers can use automatic reconstitution functionality, which means that E-ZPASS automatically loads the credit card on the file each time That the balance's
balance is low. Furthermore, customers can reinstate their accounts with cash, control or postal order by visiting an E-ZPASS service center in person. Better yet, the brand now offers a "On the Go" package, which provides customers with a transponder and a $ 25 prepaid toll balancing, making it a great option for people who need immediate access
to an e-ZPASS. Make sure you record the transponder within seven days from its first use. Once users have registered online and received their transponder, they are able to create an e-ZPASS account online to trace their toll use. From these accounts, users are also able to see their account balance and change their plan and payment method. Photo
of courtesy: James Leynse / Corbis / Images not a fan of going completely digital? Users can also get the account balance through a detailed statement in the mail based on a monthly or quarterly basis Ã ¢ â,¬ "or, if snail is too slow, they can call up the E-ZPASS automatic telephone system . If you are constantly moving and you can't control your
account manually, a toll tariff display near the Lane ZPASS Lane will display messages while guiding, including "low Balance" warnings. Simply put, put, put, It is a more convenient way to travel through toll stations. Drivers do not have to worry about sitting in long rows or having cash at hand. Since tokens pass through the toll plazas, the E-ZPASS
system is also useful to reduce traffic congestion, which, in turn, helps reduce car emissions, especially in populous areas like New Jersey and New York. Photo courtesy: Jeffrey Greenberg / Universal images Group / Getty Images ultimately, this electronic toll collection system is a huge service for those who meet toll cabins on a regular basis. And,
depending on where you live, the purchase of an e-ZPASS can be a great long-term investment. Stop the presses, here is a big problem: the safety of the e-bikes has sprayed all the front pages after someone famous, that is Simon Cowell, was wounded in a fall. Series and related questions are raised by ABC: ABC news. Ã, Screen Capture on us today,
they decide to transform Cowell's fall into a moment of teaching and promise to tell everything about e-bike: use for the long 'days. Ã, Screen Capture there is only one problem with both these titles that stories: Simon Cowell was not riding an e-bike. He was riding a Swind EB-01. What is a very different thing - it's an electric bike. Let's go back to the
first principles here. This is today's expert explanation of the United States: so what exactly is an e-bike? And how does it differ from a standard bicycle or motorcycle? While an electric bicycle can look like a typical, an e-bike has an electric motor to help motorcyclists move with less pedaling efforts, Ã ¢ which is useful for rocky or uphill trips. The
vehicle that Cowell was riding a typical bike. Let me explain the difference with other famous people in the photo at the beginning of the post. On the right, we have Humphrey Bogart by bicycle. He has a light frame and is driven by the pedals and goes about 15 miles per hour if you push it. On the left, we Marlon Brando on a motorcycle. He has a
huge engine and can go to 100 miles per hour. Motorcycles are known to be extremely dangerous. E-bike rules. Ã, the E-bikes of the California vehicle code are regulated in most of the United States and fall into three classes; Most are class 1, they have a maximum speed of 20 miles per hour and a maximum engine power of 750 watts. They look like
the bike that Humphrey Bogart is riding, but with a small engine and a small battery. In Europe, where it comes from an electric motorcycle of Cowell, the limit is 15.5 miles per hour (20 km / h) and 250 watts, which I consider more than enough but the American readers disagree. Swind EB-01. SHARE SWIND EB-01 that Cowell was riding has a
larger engine. "The heart of this beast is an electric motor with 15kw of power". This is 20 times the maximum allowed for e-bikes in North America, 60 times the limit in Europe. It was called "the fastest bike on earth" - it can do 80 miles per hour or four times the class 1 or 2 limit in North America, five times the standard of the euro. Realized in the
UK, the Swind website observes that it is not even legal there: we want to stress that the use of EB-01 is not allowed in the public roads of the United Kingdom, because this electric bicycle exceeds the limit of 15.5 mph legal speed and has more than 250 W power for an electric bicycle permitted in the UK public streets. It is allowed to be used only
on private areas, closed, sporting activities or for designated routes. According to the daily mail usually reliable, Cowell was "" surprised by the power "of the bike and immediately knew he was in trouble." After his surgery, Cowell has tweeted: "A few good advice ... if you buy Electric bike for trails, read the manual before driving it for the first time.
"Let me reiterate: this is not a bicycle. It's a motorcycle. How to Michelle Lewis of Electrek Note:" Anyone who says this is an accident of e -Bike and not a motorcycle accident has not read the manual. "Cowell fell from the bike because he made an involuntary wheel, which could happen happen It is so powerful. But as a note Carlton Reid, it's hard to
do on an e-bike. Quote the Bicycle Association of the United Kingdom: the Bicycle Bycle Association, on behalf of the United Kingdom's cycling industry, stresses that how usually indicated as e-bikes for sale in the UK cycle stores have almost nothing in common in Technical or safety terms with electricity The motorcycle was ride by Simon Cowell at
the time of his [accident] .ã, Â "Organization adds: Ã ¢ â,¬" There is very little risk of any bike Electric purchased in the United Kingdom causing an interpreable wheelie.ã, Â »Forbes Expert. Forbes Screenshot also this professional" expert "on Forbes Confida e-bike with electric motorcycles. I know that the e-bikes are relatively new in North
America, but These journalists are making the e-bike industry a huge disservice. For the next 10 years we will hear that the e-bikes are dangerous, "look what happened to Simon Cowell". It's just crazy. Most of the discussion in the comments focuses on this Stone if this can be called e-bike. Those who say that it can emphasize that 1) has pedals and
2) producer calls him an electric bicycle. To summarize the points: e-bike is a defined term, and this does not meet the legal definitions. In the UK where this is done, the term is "electric motorcyclist" that requires licenses, insurance as a bike. There are many electric scooters with pedals (to meet legal requirements) and nobody calls them bicycles,
they call them electric scooters. You can put the pedals on anything. AS E-Mobility Expert Horace Dediu Tweet: Tweets:
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